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? Abstract
According to studies done by M. I. Trifonov, the form of the optimal detection
template for an observer model with additive internal noise depends not only on the
signal to be detected, but also on the internal-external noise ratio. The optimal detection
template described by Trifonov's theory indeed exhibited superior performance over the
conventional "matched
filter"
template, but the mathematical procedure Trifonov
proposed for proving his theory was insufficient. During the course of this thesis project,
an extensive research was carried out to study Trifonov's theory and its implications. As
a result of this research, a new mathematical technique was developed to fully prove
Trifonov's theory. My contributions presented in this thesis also include the extension of
the study to two dimensional signals and the Monte Carlo simulation experiments which
were conducted to verify the mathematical theory. The experiment results were found to
be in agreement with Trifonov's theory.
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G Notations and Symbol Table
s(x) Signal being detected
s(x)
r(x) Amplitude-normalized signal: r(x) =
max[|s(x)|]
/i(x) ~ Detector template
ne(x) External noise
nt Internal noise
ae Standard deviation of external noise
av ~ Standard deviation of internal noise
P( ) - Probability
PDF[ ] Probability density function
[ ] Expected value
var[ ] Variance
SNR - Signal to noise ratio: (SNR)Z =v2_
j[s(x)]2dx
a-e
rect(x) - Rectangle function: rect(x)-\ when |x| < 0.5 ; rect(x)=0 otherwise
step{x) - Step function: step(x)=l when x<0; step(x)- 1 otherwise
gauss(x) - Gaussian function: gauss(x) =L= exp[- ]
J2k v 2 ;
? 1. Introduction
1 . 1 Technical background
Most signal detection system models can be considered as ideal observers. In such a
system, noise is present only in the signal, but not in the observer system itself . The ideal
observer model is widely used in systems such as electronic devices, in which, with
clever design and careful fabrication, the internal noise can be made arbitrarily low
compared to the external noise. Figure 1-1 shows an ideal observer system.
f(x) = s(x) + ne(x) |
~
| g(x)=\M)h(x-$)d*
Figure 1-1. An ideal observer system
The output of this system is a convolution described in the following equation
g(x)=lM)h(x->)dH> (1.1)
If the signal profile is known and the external noise ne(x) is white gaussian noise, the
optimal detection template, h(x), for the system shown in figure 1-1 will be determined
solely by the signal. The optimal convolution template, in this case, is a flipped and then
shifted version of the signal being detected:
h(x) = s(x0-x)
where x0 is the location at which g(x) reaches its maximum (which can be referred to the
location of the signal). This is the well knownmatched filter model [Lathi, 1968].
If in this system, both the signal profile and its location are known exactly, we can
then evaluate the output g(x) only at the signal location x=x0:
g = g(xo)=lf(Z,)h(xo-Z))dcs (1.2)
Ifwe redefine the detection template as h0(x)=h(x0-x), then equation (1.2) becomes
g=JAx)ho(x)dx (1.3)
We now have reduced the calculation of the system output from the convolution (1.1) to
the cross-correlation between the system input and the new template h0(x). Instead of
optimizing h(x), we could try to find the best template for h0(x). For the matched filter
model, the template h0(x) is actually the signal itself, i.e.
h0(x)=s(x)
Since h0(x) is merely a notation, for the sake of convenience, let us just name it h(x)
from here on. The output of an ideal observer model with known signal location is
g=\fix)h(x)dx (1.4)
(See figure 1-2)
fix) = s(x) + ne(x) g=\fix)h(x)dx
>
Figure 1-2. An ideal observermodel system with known signal location
One significant difference between a human observer and an ideal observer is that a
human observer has internal noise. For example, in human vision system internal noise
exists in several processes transmission, cellular processing, and decision making. In
many cases such as viewing photographs or text, the internal noise is so high relatively to
the external noise that the ideal observer model is no longer suitable.
By introducing noise into the observer, we can produce a more realistic model than
that of an ideal observer. The simplest case of internal noise is additive noise, i.e. the
noise is simply added to the output produced by the underlying detection template. Such
an observer model can be demonstrated by Figure 1-3. Again this is a system with known
signal location x=x0.
ni
V
f(x) = s(x) + ne(x)
h(x)
J u = g+m>^\_
Figure 1-3. An observer model system with additive internal noise
How would this internal noise affect the optimization of the observer model? Would
the matched filter still be the optimal template in this case? The result of calculations (to
be discussed in detail later) shown in Figure 1-4 clearly demonstrates that when the
internal noise to external noise ratio is high enough, a rectangle template function would
produce better detectability than a matched filter template. In figure 1-4, the signal is a
half cosine pulse cos(nx) in the range of [-0.5, 0.5]. Both external and internal noise are
white gaussian noise. Signal to noise ratio is maintained at a value ofone.
d'
L___^ 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 i
0.8
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Figure 1-4. Comparison of matched filter observer and rectangle template observer
performance, d, as a function of internal/external noise ratio for a half cosine pulse signal.
While the mathematics of the matched filter is rather straight-forward, the
optimization of an observer model with internal noise is not so trivial. A novel
mathematical technique had been developed by M. I. Trifonov, which was introduced in
an article New Insights into Internal Noise in the PsychophysicalModelfor Visual Signal
detection [Trifonov, 1994]. Using this technique, Trifonov was able to find optimal
templates for observer models with white internal noise. He studied 2 types of internal
noise, dependent and independent of the signal. The latter is actually the system with
additive internal noise (figure 1-3). His theory states that, when uncorrelated (white)
internal noise is present, the optimal detection template is determined not only by the
signal profile but also by the internal-external noise ratio (in terms of standard
deviations). The optimal detection template for the additive internal noise system takes
the form of
r(x) > X
(1.5)
-^ r(x) < XA.
where r(x) is the amplitude-normalized signal and X is the root of the following integral
equation over the range of support, R, of the signal profile r(x):
\[r(x) - X]step[r(x) - X]dx = A.(|i)
"
(1 .6)
This optimization result was obtained by maximizing the detectability index (
d' ) of
the system and it applies only to additive internal noise.
When there is only external noise (CTj=0), the solution of equation (1.6) is X=l and the
Trifonov optimal template will become the matched filter template. When there is only
internal noise (oe=0), the solution of equation (1.6) is X=0, the Trifonov optimal template
will become a rectangle function template.
In his article, Trifonov used 3 sample signals combined with 3 types of detection
templates to illustrate the optimality of the detectors constructed according to his theory.
The sample signals are
s i (x) = rect(x)
s2(x) = cos(nx) \x\<-
S3(x) = COS10(7tx) Ix|<i
The detection templates are the matched filter template, the rectangle function template
and the Trifonov optimal template. From his calculations, there is clear indication that the
Trifonov optimal template out-performs both the matched filter template and the
rectangle function template.
1.2 Purpose and scope of this research
Unfortunately, due to the novel nature of Trifonov's reasoning approach and the
absence of details in his mathematical presentation, the rationale of his theory is not easy
to understand. One of the objectives of this research is to re-examine the problem
thoroughly from both the mathematical perspective and the intuitive point of view.
Substantial efforts have been made in finding the justification for all the assumptions
made by Trifonov, explicitly or otherwise, and in establishing the mathematical basis for
each step of the derivation that leads to Trifonov's conclusions.
Though the theory itself is correct, the mathematical proof provided by Trifonov was
insufficient. Later in this thesis I will introduce a new procedure of proving the Trifonov
theory which uses a technique similar to that used by Trifonov but greater mathematical
validity. While attempting to substantiate the mathematical foundations of this complex
problem. I will also offer some intuitive interpretations of the Trifonov theory so that the
underlying mechanism of the Trifonov optimal template can be better understood.
Another major effort was to construct a computer simulation system with which
Monte Carlo experiments have been conducted to verify the mathematical conclusions.
Experiments were carried out for the three sample signals listed in the previous section,
rect(x), cos(wc) and cos10(tcx), in order to confirm the results that Trifonov presented in
his paper. The calculations and the experiments were also extended to 2-dimensional
signals [cos(nx) and cos(nx)], a problem that was not addressed by Trifonov.
Despite the lengthy process ofwriting the simulation software, I will only give a brief
description of this simulation system in this thesis. A complete list of source code of the
computer programs is attached in the appendix for readers who are interested in the
details of the software.
D 2. Theory
For better readability the notations used in the mathematical presentation throughout
this thesis will be different from those used in Trifonov's paper, even when citing
Trifonov's work. There is a notation translation guide in Appendix A, which lists the
corresponding notations of the two notation systems.
2.1 Description of the system
Since Trifonov's research was intended for the human visual system, the signal
function was based on a luminance distribution with signals and noise added to a uniform
background. The signal and the template profiles were limited to positive values i.e.
s(x) > 0 and 0 < h(x) < 1 . For a system with additive internal noise, both the external and
the internal noise were assumed to be zero mean, uncorrelated and independent of the
signal. As shown in figure 1-3, the output of such a system at location x=x0 is given by
u = I [s(x) + ne(x)]h(x)dx + nt
The task of an observer is to determine whether certain known signal is present at the
designed location in a given input. The decision as to whether the signal is present is
made using the level of output produced by the observer. There are two possible
outcomes from our system:
u i = J [s(x) + ne (x)]h(x)dx + n , (2.1)
"o = \ne(x)h(x)dx + ni (2.2)
Obviously, w, is the output when signal is present and u0 is the output when signal is
absent. Since both s(x) and h(x) are non-negative, we would expect that, statistically,
m,>w0, i.e. [1]>[w0]. Therefore, the average output will be higher when the signal is
present.
The effort ofTrifonov was not to discover the optimal decision rule, but rather to find
the detection template function that provides the best possible discrimination between w,
and u0, so his study emphasized on the distance between w, and uQ in the detection space.
For this problem the output, u, can be used as a decision variable and the decision space
is unidimensional. Details about this topic can be found in Signal Detection Theory and
Psychophysics [Green & Swets, 1966].
2.2 Detectability index
The detectability index was used by Trifonov as the measure of the discrimination
distance. He used the standard detectability index definition
1
=
2(E[Ul]~E[u^
K '
var[u,] + var[u0] {IJ>
10
For the case of additive internal noise, since the noise is independent of the signal, the
variances of w, and u0 are equal and equation (2.3) becomes
(2.4)
Note that in equation (2.4),
E[u\]-E[uo] =E[u\ -wo]= J s(x)h(x)dx
and ifwe let amplitude of the signal a=max[s(x)], then we have
E[u i ] - E[uo] = a I r(x)h(x)dx
where r(x) is the amplitude-normalized signal. The variance var[u0] can be written as
Var[u0] = a2 \[h(x)]2dx + a,
where a, and ae denote the standard deviation of internal and external noise respectively.
Substituting terms in (2.4), we get:
, 2
=
a2[\r(x)h(x)dx]2
<j2i[h(x)]2dx +
o2
In practice, for the two alternative choice (2AFC) decision trials (which were used in
our experiments), the detectability index of a gaussian system is usually defined in terms
of detection rate (proportion of correct response) Pc using an inverse error function
[Burgess et. al., 1981]:
11
d'
= 2erfi(2Pc-\) (2.6)
It can be easily proved that the definition (2.6) and definition (2.4) are in fact equivalent
if the noise has a gaussian probability density function (PDF).
As stated in section 2.1, the decision rule is based on the hypothesis that w,>w0.
Therefore the detection rate is
P=P(Au>0) where Au=u,-u,1 "0
Since both w, and u0 are gaussian and var[u{\=var\u^\, then Aw is also gaussian and
var[Au]=2-var[u0]
The PDF ofAw can then be written as
PDF(Au) = gauss
Aw - E[Au]
\
_ 2var[wo]
T + Aw-[Aw] , + +, t ,, E[Au]Let x = - and note that d = , we now have
/2var[w0] Jvar[u0]
P(Au >0) = P x>
J2
Considering the symmetry of the gaussian function, we finally get
j_
v-
Pc = j gauss(x)dx
oo
Substitute gauss(x) with
(2.7)
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gauss(x) = -== exp (-yJ
and note that
fin
u
I gauss(x)dx =
then Pc becomes
Pc = r +
J_
1 , 1 J exp [-^-J <ft = i + -^ J exp (-y2)dy2 y^ V 2 2 ^
The definition of error function is
erfiz) = fexp(-;y2)^
V* o
so the rate of correct response can be expressed in the form of error function
2 2 ^2
Rearrange above equation, we get
d'
= 2erfi(2Pc-\)
This is precisely the equation (2.6). The equivalency is proved.
2.3 Detection template optimization: an intuitive observation
To optimize a detection template is actually to maximize its detectability index d'.
Before we assess Trifonov's unusual mathematical technique, let us try to find some
intuitive understanding of this complex problem by examining equation (2.5) for two
13
extreme cases the system is under the influence of either external noise alone or
internal noise alone.
If there is only external noise in the system, i.e. O;=0 and oe>0, then equation (2.5)
becomes
/2
a2[\r(x)h(x)dx\2
oi)[h(x)ydx
This is obviously a matched filter problem. The optimization of the matched filter
template is based on the Schwarz inequality which states that
|
\fi(x)f2(x)dx\2
^ \\fxixtdx l[f2(x)\2dx
or
\\fx(x)f2(x)dx\2
r 2<h
\\f2(x)\2dx J
Comparing (2.8) and (2.9) we get
(d')2<^2\[r(x)\2dx (21)
CTe
The detectability reaches the maximum when the following equality holds:
\x-h(x) = r(x) (2.11)
and
m^[(d')2] = ^\[r(x)]2dx
where p is a proportionality constant which can be conveniently set to 1, i.e. h(x)=r(x).
14
On the other hand, if there is only internal noise in the system, i.e. ae - 0 and a, > 0,
then equation (2.5) becomes
(d1)2
=
^[\r(x)h(x)dx\2
with the limitation of 0 < h(x) < 1 , then the case h(x) s 1 yield the maximal d'.
Let the ratio 0 = =*- , then an optimal template must satisfy the following criteria:
0 -> 0, h(x) -> r(x)
0 -^ oo, h(x) -> 1
It is reasonable to assume that h(x) is a continuous function of r(x), i.e.
h(x) = r\[r(x)]
What then needed is to find a form of function r\(x) that constitutes an optimal template.
As stated above, r\(r) must have properties of:
r\(r) r when 0 -> 0
r\(r) > 1 when 0 > co
A graphical representation of these properties is shown in Figure 2-1 .
The question arises that where there exists the middle ground for the cases of
0 < 0 < oo The function r\(r) should be formulated so that it yields maximal detectability
15
Figure 2-1 . Two extreme cases of the functional relationships
used to determine the optimal template
index for all 0 values. Mathematically, it must
change gradually from r to 1 while 0 changes from 0
to oo . The graph shown in Figure 2-2 illustrates such
a function. Put this in a mathematical expression:
1 r>X
TlW = -
r < X
X
Figure 2-2. A possible functional relationship
used to determine the optimal template
where A. is a function of0, X=X(Q), and 0 < X(Q) < 1 . For the case of0 -> 0 , we simply set
A. to 1, and X is set to 0 when 0 oo. If in fact this is the form that the function r\(r)
would take, the problem then becomes finding the right X value for a given 0. As we will
demonstrate later in this thesis, the optimal X is related to 0 by the following integral over
the range of support, R, of the signal:
16
\[r(x) - X]step[r(x) - X]dx = XQ2 (2.12)
Finally, for an observer model with additive internal noise, the optimized detection
template function takes the form of
h(x)
1
r(x)
r(x) > X
r(x) < X
where X is the root of equation (2.12). This is actually the Trifonov optimal template for
additive internal noise, equation (1 .5).
Equation (2.12) and (1.5) indicate that the form of the optimal detection template
depends not only on the shape of the signal, but also on the internal-external noise ratio 0.
For example, a half cosine pulse signal
s(x)=cos(nx) with equal internal and
external noise level (0=1) would require a
X value of approximately 0.9 for the
optimal template. The relation between
the signal and the optimal template is
shown in figure 2-3.
0.5
Figure 2-3. Optimal detection template for cos(tix)
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It is known that the matched filter template is at its best suppressing the effect of
external noise. The optimal template for 0=1 looks like a clipped matched filter template.
The clipping is caused by the effort to suppress the effect of internal noise by enhancing
the magnification of the template while maintaining its amplitude bounded by the
condition of 0 < h(x) < 1 . The magnification factor of ^ will also guarantee the continuityA.
of the function r\(r). However, if the magnification factor is overly increased, the shape of
the template function will be so far off the matched filter function that it will raise the
effect of external noise too much. So a proper cut-off value X must be found to produce
the maximum detectability index. The optimal cut-off value can be obtained by solving
the equation
J^)2] = 0 (2.13)
As we will present in section 2.5, the solution of equation (2.13) in fact leads to the
integral equation (2.12) that must be solved to determine the best value of A..
2.4 Detection template optimization: Trifonov's mathematical solution
Trifonov [1994] expressed the function r|(r) in terms of an integral:
r)(r)=\step(r-p)dv(p) (2.14)
where A. is a cut-off level depending on the value of 0 and 0 < A. < 0 For this equation to
hold, the function r\(r) must be in the form of
18
Tito =
vto
r>X
r < X
and the function v(r) must be a continuous function defined on the interval of [0, A,]
having boundary conditions of v(0)=0 and v(A.)=l.
Thus far, Trifonov has already put the form of r\(r) very close to what was shown in
figure 2-2. To maintain the continuity of the function r\(r), the proportional factor in
equation (2.11) has to be p=A,. Now, let us see how the conclusion was drawn in
Trifonov's paper.
Maximizing the detectability index d' is equivalent to maximizing the term
B =
[jr(x)h(x)dx]2
j[h(x)]2dx + Q: (2.15)
Apply equation (2.14) to (2.15), we have
x
\r(x)dx \step[r(x) - p]dv(p)
B =
XX
\dx j jstep[r(x) - p]step[r(x) - x]dv(p)dv(z) + 02
00
or
19
B =
x V
$(p(p)dv(p)
o
XX
I h(p,v)dv(p)dv(-c)
00
where
and
(2.16)
(p(p) = \r(x)step[r(x) - p]dx (2.17)
v|/(p, t) = \step[r(x) - p]step[r(x) - x]dx + 02 (2.18)
From equation (2.16), Trifonov concluded that
m^[B]^)m^Mp)Mx) (2.19)
oo ViP**)
and the condition for B to reach the maximum is
x
(P(p) = pji)/(p,T)Jv(T) (2.20)
0
where p is a proportional constant.
From equation (2.20). Trifonov was able to analytically determine the value of u, the
form of v(r) and the value of A. : p=A. and v(r) = j. and A. is determined by equation
(2.12). [see Trifonov, 1994]
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Unfortunately, there was no mathematical explanation provided as to how the
conclusion stated by equation (2.19) and (2.20) was drawn from equation (2.16). Further
more, equation (2.19) and (2.20) can be proven to contradict each other. If we apply
equation (2.20) to equation (2.16) we will get
max [B] = p \w(p)dv(p) (2.21)
or
r<p(p)i2
a ! = ^^ dv(p)
r\
[B] \- (2.22)
0 Jy]/(P,t>Mt)
o
Equation (2.22) and equation (2.19) are obviously different though similar (see appendix
B). In fact, ifwe rearrange equation (2.16) as
or
where
B =
}<p(p)dv(p)
](o(p)dv(p)
B =
!f^J^P)dv(P)
l[j^(p)]2dv(p)
(2.23)
(o(p) = \\\)(p,x)dv(x) (2.24)
21
then the Schwarz inequality can be used to establish the relation that
(P)
The right side of above inequality is precisely equation (2.22). Further more, when
equation (2.20) is satisfied i.e.
the following equality holds:
(p(p) = . co(p)
*
MP)f^ (2-25)Be = l^Ldv(P)
o <(P)
This seems to be how Trifonov found the optimization condition defined by equation
(2.20). There is one problem. From a purely mathematical point of view, Be is not
necessarily the absolute maximum of B. The Schwarz inequality works in the matched
filter case because the right side of inequality (2.10) is ^-r F[r(x)]2a!x, which is totally
a2 J
independent of the template function. However equation (2.25) appears to be dependent
of the selection of the function v(r) and the integral limit A., unless it can be proved
otherwise.
2.5 Formal proofofTrifonov's theory
I have developed a slightly different approach to proving Trifonov's theory. There are
three steps involved in this approach. The first step is to maximize B in respect to X,
22
which will reduce the complexity of the problem; and then the optimal v(r) function can
be determined in the second step. The final step is to obtain the X value using the optimal
v(r) function found in step 2.
We assume that B is differentiable with respect to X at the point where B reaches its
maximum and the derivative ^_ is equal to zero. By solving this differential equation, we
oX
wish to ease our analysis in optimizing function v(r).
The value of B was given by equation (2.16), thus
dB=d_
dX dX
j(D(p)rfv(p)
XX
J \\\i(p,x)dv(p)dv(x)
Voo
2cp(AVft) fo(p)dv(p) I \V(P, x)dv(p)dv(x)
00
](p(p)dv(p)
2
*
xx
5 j ly(p,x)dv(p)dv(x)dX
00
XX
H\\i(p,x)dv(p)dv(x)
.0 0
In the long expression above there is a rather uncommon derivative
x x
J- \ ly(p,X)dv(p)dv(T)dX
0 0
which requires the use of a theorem proved in Appendix C:
23
XX X X
f J \A<l,t)dqdt= \M*)dq+ \Ax,t)dtdx
Xq Xq Xo XQ
XX XX
J- \lxV(p,x)dv(p)dv(x)^^r\\xif(p,x)v/(p)v'(x)dpdx
A. A. A A.
= }v|/(A., xy(X)vf(x)dx + |m/(P,X)v'(py(X)dp = v'(X) \y(X, x)dx + Jm/(P,X)dp
Note that
therefore
x x
J\|/(A.,T>ft= l\\i(p,X)dp
0 0
XX X
J- f L(p, T)Jv(p)fifv(x) = 2v'(X)L(p, X)dp = 2v'a)coa)
^
0 0 0
Now we have
2v'(X)ly(p)dp
dB o
dX
~
x x
cp(A.) l(o(p)dv(p) - <o(X) l<p(p)dv(p)
0 0
X
\(o(p)dv(p)
0
For expression (2.26) to equal 0, there must be
(2.26)
y(X) ]>(p)dv(p) - (X) ]<p(p)dv(p) = 0
o o
(2.27)
or
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Xl<?(p)dv(p)
~x =^ (2-28>
](o(p)dv(p)
o
Substituting (2.23) in equation (2.28), we obtain
By definition, (p(A.) is independent of v(r) [see definition (2.17)], and co(A.) can be proved
to be independent ofv(r) as well [definition (2.18) and (2.24)]:
xx, .
co(A.) = \\\i(X, x)dv(i) = \{\step[r(x) - X] step[r(x) - x]dx + 02J rfv(x)
0 0
Since
step[r(x) - X] step[r(x) - x] = step[r(x) - X]
thus
co(A.) = \step[r(x) - X]dx + 02
Now it is clear that (A.) is independent ofv(r).
Examine equation (2.29) again. Considering the fact that both cp(A.) and (A.) are
independent of v(r), it becomes obvious that, to maximize B, v'(r) must be the largest
constant possible. In fact, under the boundary conditions of v(r) v(0)=0 and v(A,)=l,
there is only one possible constant, that is given by
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The optimal v(r) is now found to be
*K
Let us come back to solve the value of A,. Again, according to the definitions of cp(A.)
and (A,), we have
A,(p) = A. 1 1 J step[r(x) - p]step[r(x) - x]dx + 02 |<iv(x)
A
= A. J J step[r(x) - x]dv(x) step[r(x) - p]dx + A.02
= X \v[r(x)]step[r(x) - p]dx + XQ2=X { r-^-step[r(x) - p]dx + J Xdx + XQ2
Hx)<X r(x)>X
= jr(x)step[r(x) - p]dx - J r(x)dx+ J A^c + A.0:
?ix)>X r(x)>X
= (p(p) - [ J[Kx) - X]step[r(x) - X]dx - XQ2 ]
The following relation is then obtained:
?i(p) = (p(p)-y
where
Y = \\r(x) - X]step[r(x) - X]dx - XQ2
(2.30)
(2.31)
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Substituting (p) from equation (2.30) into equation (2.27), we get
x
yJ[<p(p)-<pWp = o
0
We know that since p<A,, cp(p) must be greater then cp(A,). Therefore in the above it is
necessary that y=0. Then (2.3 1) becomes
\[r(x) - X]step[r(x) - X]dx = XQ2 (2.32)
R
where R is the range of support of r(x).
Equation (2.32) is actually identical to equation (2.12). Hence Trifonov's equation
(2.12) for evaluating the optimal value of X is formally proved. We have also proved that
the optimal template profile for an observer model with additive internal noise is defined
by equation (1.5), which is
r(x) > X
r(x) < X
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G 3. Calculations of the Trifonov Optimal Template
In this chapter, we will replicate the template calculations for the three sample signals
that Trifonov used in his paper [Trifonov, 1994]:
s\(x) = rect(x)
s2(x) = cos(7tx)
si(x) = cos10(7tx) w4
(3.1)
In addition, the 2-dimensional versions of s2(x) and S3(x) will also be studied. Their 2-D
plots are shown in Figure 3-1 . The 2-D evaluation is novel.
i i-
0
cos (nffTf)
-0.5
0 5
0.5
Figure 3-1 . Two-dimensional signals used for optimal template determination
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3.1 Data representation
To evaluate the effectiveness of the templates, Trifonov used Barlow's statistical
efficiency F [Barlow, 1978], which is defined as
F=()2
KSNRJ (3.2)
where SNR is the signal to noise ratio defined by the zero internal noise case:
(SNRY =:
l[s(x)fdx
(3.3)
In fact, the statistical efficiency F is a normalized performance measure. If the
normalized signal function r\(x) and the normalized template function h\(x) are defined
as such
rtx) = r\
h(x) = hl{^
X-Xp
w
Xq
where w is the space domain scaling factor, and rx(x) and /z,(x) are defined on [-0.5, 0.5],
then
d' (see equation 2.5) can be expressed as
a~w
A2
(d')
1/2
j rx(x)hx(x)dx
-1/2
1/2
<32W J [/2i(x)]2<ft+CT2
(3.4)
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and equation (3.3) can be rewritten as
1/2
a2w J [ri(x)]2dx
-1/2(SNR)2
=
Putting (3.4) and (3.5) into definition (3.2) we get:
F=
1/2
J r\(x)h\(x)dx
-1/2
1/2 ( Ml
\ [rx(x)fdx J [hl(x))2dx + (e/J^)2
-1/2 V_i/2
(3.5)
(3.6)
It is now clear that when 05 = j= is given, the value of F depends only on the
iJW
normalized signal function. Therefore, we only need to study the signal in its normalized
form.
3.2 Some calculated results from the Trifonov theory
The exact form of the Trifonov optimal template for a given signal is determined by
the cut-off value A,. The value of A, is obtained by solving the integral equation (2.12) over
the support range of r(x), R, which is
\[r(x) - X]step[r(x) - X]dx = XQ2
R
Obviously, the optimal A. value for the signal rect(x) is always 1. For the signals
cos(nx) and cos10(nx) we need to solve the integral equation (2.12) numerically. The
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solution was done by varying the X value until the difference between the two sides of the
equation (2.12) reached an acceptable level (10'3 was used in our calculations). For 0=1,
we obtained the A, values at approximately 0.9 and 0.8 for cos(nx) and cosl0(nx)
respectively. Figure 3-2 shows cos(nx), cosl0(nx) and their corresponding Trifonov
optimal detection templates defined by equation (1 .5).
0 5
-0.5 0 0.5 -0.5 0 0.5
Figure 3-2. Two signals, s(x) and their optimal detection templates, h(x)
Figure 3-3 is a replica of Trifonov's plotting for the half cosine pulse signal cos(nx). It
was plotted more accurately since it was produced by a computer (The original curves
plotted by Trifonov appears to be hand-drawn curves). This figure shows the performance
with three different types of detectors matched filter template, rectangle function
template and the Trifonov optimal template. All the computation was done numerically.
A A. value was obtained for each sample point of 0S by solving equation (2.12) and the
corresponding F values were calculated according to equation (3.6). In the lower 0S
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v
SNR
0 8
06
0.4
0.2
(2) Rectangle
(1) Matched filter
-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.2 0 4 0 6 0 8 1 lOg(0s)
Figure 3-3. Normalized detectability for a half cosine pulse signal with
three types ofdetection templates
region, the matched filter template has better performance than the rectangle function
template. It is the opposite in the higher 0S region. The optimal template has the best
performance throughout the whole range.
In figure 3-3, curve (1) and curve (2) cross at 0^ 0.55, which is a good point to
( dl V
show how the statistical efficiency, F - I I , of the Trifonov template varies as X
changes. In figure 3-4, lvalues are plotted against A, values with a fixed 0S value of 0.55.
The signal is the half cosine pulse, the detection template is formulated by equation (1.5).
As it is shown, the F value reaches its maximum at X 0.57, which is precisely the
Trifonov optimal template.
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JF
1 1 1 1
0 82 ^\ "
0.8 \
0.78 -
0 76
1 1 1 1
0 2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Figure 3-4. F-X curve for a fixed 0S value of 0.55 where the rectangle and
matched filer efficiencies cross in figure 3.3 above
Figure 3-5 shows the performance of the same three templates as in figure 3-3, except
the signal is a 2-D half cosine wave. Again, the Trifonov optimal template offers the best
efficiency of all.
Figure 3-6 is a A.-0 curve which exhibits the relation between 0 and X for signals
cos(nx) and cosl0(nx). As it is shown, signal cos(nx) has higher X values then that of
signal cosl0(nx). The higher the 0 is the lower the A. is. As 0 approaches to infinity. X
approaches to 0.
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0 8
0 6
0.4
3 2
-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0 4 -0.2 0 0.2 0 4 0.6 0.8 1 log(05)
Figure 3-5. 2D half cosine pulse signal with 3 types of templates
0.8
0 6
04
-
1 1 1 llll 1
-
S2(x) = cos(tvc)
-
-
53(x) = COS10(7tx)
i 1 1 llll 1
8 10 '.2 14 16 18 0
Figure 3-6. A-0 curve for s2(x) and s3(x)
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In figure 3-7, curve 1 through curve 5 are for signals in the forms of rectQ, cosQ, 2-D
cos(), cosl0() and 2-D cosl0() with the Trifonov optimal template. Among them; curve 1,
curve 2 and curve 4 are reproductions of the curves from Trifonov's figure (of course with
better precision). These curves show that the Trifonov optimal template is more effective
when the pattern of the signal is less compact [e.g. cos(nx)] and is less effective when the
pattern of the signal is more compact [e.g. cosw(nx)].
JF
0.8
1_____^ llll
\^7\.^\/^ i
1 1 1
0.6
5 \_ N. \\
04 \ \v
0 2
n 1 llll 1 1 1
-0 8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0 2 0 4 0.6 0.8 log(0,)
Figure 3-7. Efficiency variation as a function of 9S for five signals using
the Trifonov optimal template. The curves are numbered as l=rectQ,
2=cos(), 3=2-D cosQ, 4=co.s10() and 5= 2-D cosl0-
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G 4. Methods and Monte Carlo Experiments
Because of the novelty in the mathematics of Trifonov's theory, it was decided that
Monte Carlo experiments would be conducted to verify the calculated results.
4.1 Methods of the simulation experiments
Obviously, a convenient and economical way of experimenting is to use a computer.
Since a controllable random noise was needed in the experiments, the Monte Carlo
simulation was a logical choice for our purpose. The Monte Carlo method is a technique
which uses computer generated pseudo-random numbers to simulate a random process.
Therefore, the very core of such a simulation system is the random number generator. In
our case, a good gaussian random number generator is the key to reliable experiments.
Normally, in an experiment, a decision is made for each test image by comparing the
output of the observer model against a preset threshold value. Since our primary interest
was the optimality of templates and not decision criteria (thresholding), the 2-alternative
forced choice (2AFC) method was used in the decisionmaking process.
For the 2AFC method, a decision was made for even- pair of test images presented to
the observer model. One of these two images was a noise only image and the other image
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contained signal plus noise. As previously stated in section 2.1, EfuJ > EfuJ, so the
image that produced greater output was selected to be the one with the signal. After
10"
trials, a proportion of correct responses, Pc, was obtained. The detectability index d' was
then calculated from PQ by using the inverse of equation (2.7), i.e.
d'
= j2-l(Pc) (4.1)
X
where
<D(;c)= \gauss(y)dy
<X>
4.2 Simulation system
A block diagram of this observer simulation system is shown in figure 4-1. A variety
of pre-defined numerical signal functions were selectable from the function generator. A
signal was selected by specifying a signal type and its support width w. A template
function was generated according to equation (1.5) by giving a X value. Test images were
Detection
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' '
Multiplication
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Scaling
Switch
'
so
, L
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and
Addition
Addition
<
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k
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f( Decision w
V_
Output
#2
i^a A 1 -ru A/f.
r iguic -t- 1 . i nc iviuiuc \^m iu Miuuidiiun system
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given to the observer in pairs. The signal was randomly assigned to either the first or the
second image of each pair with equal probabilities. For simplicity, the mean values of
both internal and external noise were set to 0 and external noise standard deviation cre was
set to constant 1 . Remember that we were to study how efficiency, F, changes while the
internal-external noise ratio 0S changes, so 0S was naturally the independent variable . For
every given 0S, an internal noise standard deviation was calculated from
a, = aeQsJw
We wanted to select the best d' value for each Monte Carlo data point to minimize the
coefficient of variation -JNr . where g> is the standard deviation of
d'
and N is the
a
number of trials. Thus the amplitude of the signal had to be adjusted to maintain d' near
the optimum value as described below. The amplitude was calculated from the following
equation:
a
d'^2e\h2(x)dx + a2
\r(x)h(x)dx
Figure 4-2 shows the value of JJj 2JL as a function of d' for the 2AFC experiments,d'
which is plotted based on the equation [Burgess, 1 994]
(3"d, = 47i exp
(d'Y
v 2
Pc(\-Pc) (4.2)
N
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According to figure 4-2,
d'
near 2 would be good choice for our experiments. All our
experiments used the d' value of 2. The number of trials in our experiments were N=104,
this gives a coefficient ofvariation of 1 .3%.
^-7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
d'
Figure 4-2. Coefficient ofvariation as a function ofd'
4.3 Random number generators
Each pair of gaussian random numbers were generated by transforming a pair of
qualified random numbers from a uniform distribution [Press, 1988]. Both the uniform
random number routine and the gaussian transformation routine were selected from
Numerical recipes in C: ranl(int), p210 and gasdev(int), p217 [Press, 1988]. The
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rani (int) function is a widely used machine-independent uniform random number routine
that generates random number between 0 and 1 . It has practically infinite period and has
no sensible sequential correlation. The gasdev(int) transforms a series of uniform random
numbers into a series of gaussian random numbers with a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1 . Unlike the summation method (central limit theorem), this transformation
method does not sacrifice the points in the extreme tails. Figure 4-3 and figure 4-4 are
histograms of samples of the random numbers generated by these two functions.
1 2
0 8
X2- -Q- naaunanaoDD
?
? a
0.6
04
02
D ?
a Experiment value
Theoretical value
0 2 04 0.6 0.8
Figure 4-3. A histogram of 104 uniform random numbers generated by the ranlQ function. Plotted with
a bin interval of0.05.
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0.3
0.25
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0.15
3.1
0.05
? Experiment value
Theoretical value
o ndiDD'
1~3
emtio
Figure 4-4. A histogram of 104 gaussian random numbers generated from gausdevQ function. Plotted
with a bin interval of 0.25. It produced a mean of 0.002852 and a standard deviation of
0.995561. The expected mean and standard deviation were 0.0 and 1.0.
4.4 Experiment error estimate
The theoretically calculated value of detectability index used in the experiments with
signal amplitude selected to give d'=2 can be thought of the expected d' value for the
experiments. The experimental d' values were estimated from the proportion of correct
response Pc resulted form each experiment according to equation (4.1) i.e.
d! = j2<b-\Pc)
The variance of the estimated d' values is determined as follows. Approximation
using Taylor series expansion gives us the relationship between variance of d' and
variance in the detection rate P.:
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var[Pc] = fc) \ar[d'}
Using the value ofPc given by equation (2.7) we get
or
dP
r-
~rj
=, J gauss(x)dx = gauss
( ., ^
dd' dd
<
4^
rgauss
(^
J2)dd\j2J )
J2 IV2
1dPc
dd' 2jfi exp
(d1)
2^
(4.3)
Note that PQ possesses a binomial distribution, and its variance is
var\p] =
Pc(l~Pc)
N
Combining (4.3) and (4.4) we get
a'di = 4ti exp
which is equation (4.2) mentioned above.
f(d')2)pc(l-Pc)
V ^ J N
(4.4)
For our experiments, a
d'
value of 2 gives about 92% correct responses. With N equal
to
104 the variance of d' is about 0.00067. The relative error of d' measured in terms of
Hf is 1.3%.
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4.5 Experiment results
Monte Carlo experiments were conducted to verify all the curves plotted in figure 3-3
and figure 3-5. A total of 104 trials were performed for each sample point in the graphs. A
width of 64 pixels was selected for all the 1 -dimensional images and 32x32 pixels size
was used for 2-dimensional images. Figure 4-5 shows a very close fit of theoretical
results from figure 3-3 with the Monte Carlo experimental results.
If
i r
(3) Optimal
0 8
0 6
0 4
0 2
+X ? Experiment value
Theoretical value
1.3% error
(1) Matched filter
-1 -0.8 -0 6 -0 4 -0 2 0 0 2 0.4 0 6 0B 1 log(0.s)
Figure 4-5. Monte Carlo experiment results for the ID half cosine signal
with the three different templates.
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Figure 4-6 shows the experiment results for 2-D signals compared to figure 3-5
curves. These two figures demonstrate an excellent agreement between the experimental
data and the theoretical data.
JF
0 2
+X ? Experiment value
Theoretical value
1.3% error
-1 -0 8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0 6 0 8 log(0,)
Figure 4-6. Monte Carlo experiment results for the 2D half cosine signal
the three different templates
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D 5. Conclusion and Recommendations
Unlike an ideal observer, a human observer has internal noise. When an observer
model has internal noise, the signal profile is no longer the optimal template. M. I.
Trifonov developed a theory on a signal observer model with additive internal noise. This
theory suggests that the optimal detection template depends not only on the signal to be
detected, but also on the internal-external noise ratio. Its spatial weighting function takes
the form
where r(x) is the amplitude-normalized signal, and X is the root of integral equation (1.6)
over the range of support, R, of the signal profile
\[r(x) - X]step[r(x) - X]dx = x{^)
*
R
In this thesis Trifonov's theory has been proved, by a method different from
Trifonov's, with the following restrictions on the problem:
1 . The amplitude ranges of the signal and the detection template are limited to
s(x) > 0 and 0 < h(x) < 1 ;
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2. The template function h(x) and the signal function s(x) are related by a
continuous function:
h(x) = T)[r(x)]
3. The function r\(r) must be in the form of
r>X
r < X
where X is a function of 0 = ^r- and 0 < X < 1 . The function v(r) is a continuous
function defined on the interval of [0, X];
4. The function v(r) has boundary conditions of v(0)=0 and v(A.)=l .
The basis for the mathematical proof was maximization of the detectability index of
the observer model. A three-step approach was used in the mathematical analysis. This
effort was a important supplement to Trifonov's original work, which had little detailed
presentation on his mathematical derivation.
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In addition to the mathematical proof of the Trifonov theory, some intuitive
explanations were also offered in this study. Particularly, these explanations described
the meaning of the cut-off value X and how it acts as parameter that make the transition
from a pure external noise problem (matched filter problem) to a pure internal noise
problem.
Mathematical calculation did predict that this optimal template would be superior to
the matched filter template. To verify the mathematical calculation, Monte Carlo
simulation experiments were conducted, and the results from the experiments were in
excellent agreement with mathematical calculations.
In Trifonov's original paper the calculations were limited to one-dimensional signals.
Novel two-dimensional results from both calculations and experiments were also
presented in this thesis. These results further confirmed Trifonov's theory.
Future research is being planned to extend Trifonov's theory to sine wave signals
which are the most popular signals for conventional psychophysics. This new research
will allow the signals to have both positive and negative values i.e. -1 < r(x) < 1 . We
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would expect the extension of Trifonov's theory to give us an optimal template in the
form of
r 1 r(x) > X
h(x) = { W X< r(x) < X
X
^ -1 r(x)<-X
and X would be the root of the following integral equation
j\r(x) - X\step[\r(x) - X\]dx = x{^)
This extension of Trifonov's theory would be very useful for analysis of visual
psychophysics experiments.
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DAppendices
A. Notation translation guide
Notation used by Trifonov Notation used in this paper
Signal L(x) s(x)
Normalized signal l(x) r(x)
Detector template A(x) h(x)
Amplitude of the signal AL a
External noise n(x) ne(x)
Internal nose N "i
Std. deviation of ext. noise <*o <*e
Std. deviation of int. noise <*n ,
Cross-correlation (A,l) \r(x)h(x)dx
Indicator (step) function I(V,X) step[r(x) - p]
Detector as an integral A(x)=foI(v,x)dv(v) h(x) = Jo step[r(x) - p]dv(p)
T)(r) = )Q step(r - p)dv(p)
Function cp(v) = \l(x)I(v,x)dx cp(p) = J r(x)step[r(x) - p]dx
Function G(v,r\)=ll(v,x)I(r],x)dx + Q2 V|/(p,T) =
J step[r(x) - p]step[r(x) - x]dx+ 02
Scalar product [1.9] <p(p)dv(p)
Scalar product [1.G1] f0 iv(P>T)dv(p)dv(x)
Scalar product [(p,G"'(p] ^W
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B. Inconsistency in Trifonov's mathematical derivation
Here we are trying to prove that expression (2.19) and expression (2.22) are not equivalent.
We only need to demonstrate one case that makes (2.19) and (2.22) not equal, i.e.
))*$$*<>>*>*) >
im]:
*> <w
00 W' ; Jv|/(P,x)^v(t)
0
Let us use a signal function r(x)=x, 0 < x < 1 , and 0=0 to prove the point. According to
definition (2.17) and (2.18)
l i
q>(p) = ]r(x)step[r(x) - p]dx = jx step[x - p]dx = j x dx = -(1 - p2)
o p
2
i
\|/(p, t) = \step[r(x) - p]step[r(x) - x]dx + 02 = jstep[x - p]step[x - x]dx = 1 - max [p, x]
o
Based on the discussion in chapter 2 (2.4 and 2.5), we know that when 0=0, ^,=1 and dv(x)=dx.
Therefore
X 1 pi
J\|/(p, x)dv(i) = J(l - max [p, x])dx = 1 - \pdx - \xdx = (1 - p2)
0 0 0 p
The left side of (Bl) is
ip ii
= I Jo + PyP |(i - t2Vt + 1 |(i - P2yP J(i + T)rfx = ^-
H
0 0
^
0 p
1ZU
While the right side of (Bl) is
.2 1
[9(P)1 ..,_, l r _2w. l
0 Jv|/(P,T)rfl<T)
0
<Mp) =Ho-pVp =
There is a difference between the two sides of (Bl), even though it is barely -r120
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C. Proofof the derivative theorem
The theorem:
XX X X
j- I \Aq,Odqdt = \f(q,x)dq + j/x, t)dt (CI)dx
Xq Xq Xq Xq
Proof:
X X
Let u(x) = J jf(q, t)dqdt, then
Xq Xo
x+Ax X+
Au(x) = u(x +Ax)- u(x) = J { f(l,Odqdt - J {/(?, f)dqdt
xo x0 x0 x0
xx x x+Ax x+Ax x x+A
= \ \f(q,t)dqdt+ \ \ f(q,t)dqdt+ J \f(q,t)dqdt+ J \ f(q,t)dqdt- \\f(q,t)dqdt
x0 x0 x0 x x xo :
x x+Ax x+Ax x x+Ax x+Ax
= { \f(q,Odqdt + { \f(q,t)dqdt+ j J f(q,t)dqdt
XQ X X Xo
and
x+Ax x+Ax
Xq Xq XX
When Ax- 0 , the third term approaches to 0. Thus
x0 x0
The equality (CI) is proven.
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D. List of all the experiment specification files
??
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword ' ExperimentOn ' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
ThetaS
type
2D_cosl0 ()
min
-1.0
2.0
2.0
1009
10000
max
1.0
width ]
32
step ]
0.1
[Greater than 1, optimal value is used]
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn ThetaS
[
Signal
type
2D_cos ( )
width ]
32
[
Log (ThetaS)
min
-1.0
max
1.0
step ]
0.1
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
2.0
1.0
2007
10000
[Matched filt
??
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn ThetaS
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
type
2D_cos ( )
width ]
32
min max step ]
-1.0 1.0 0.1
2.0
2.0 [Greater than 1, optimal value is used]
1007
10000
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??
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn'
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
followed by
ExperimentOn
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
ThetaS
type
2D_cos ( )
mm
-1.0
2.0
0.0
3007
10000
max
1.0
width ]
32
step ]
0.1
[A rect template]
??
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
ThetaS
type
2D_cos ( )
min max
-1.0 1.0
width ]
32
step ]
0.1
2.0
0.0
5007
10000
[A rect template]
??
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn'
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
followed by
ExperimentOn
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
ThetaS
type width ]
coslOO 64
mm
-1.0
2.0
2.0
1003
10000
max
1.0
step ]
0.1
[Greater than 1, optimal value is used;
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[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
ThetaS
type width ]
cos ( ) 64
min max
-1.0 1.0
step ]
0.1
2.0
1.0
2001
10000
[Matched filter]
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
ThetaS
type width ]
cos ( ) 64
mm max
-1.0 1.0
step ]
0.1
2.0
2.0
1001
10000
[Greater than 1, optimal value is used]
??
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn ThetaS
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
type width ]
cos ( ) 64
mm max
-1.0 1.0
step ]
0.1
2.0
0.0
3001
10000
[A rect template]
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??
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs Lambda]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn
[
Signal
[
Lambda
Lambda
type
2D_cos ( )
mm
0.0
max
1.0
width ]
64
step ]
0.02
DPrime
ThetaS
Seed
Trials
2.0
0.55
1007
10000
??
[Experiment definition script file. Comments are enclosed by brackets]
[This experiment plots F vs ThetaS]
[The first line must start with the keyword 'ExperimentOn' followed by
' ThetaS ' or ' Lambda ' ]
ExperimentOn
[
Signal
[
Log (ThetaS)
DPrime
Lambda
Seed
Trials
ThetaS
type width ]
rect() 64
min max
-1.0 1.0
step ]
0.1
2.0
2.0
1005
10000
[Greater than 1, optimal value is used]
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E. Complete list of computer programs
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: cplx.h
Class: Complex
Super :
Description: Complex number
Creator Shan Xue
ttifndef_C0MPLEX_H
#define
#include <math.h>
?include <iostream.h>
class ImaginaryUnit ;
class Complex {
public :
Complex (Real re=0.0, Real im=0 . 0) :a(re) ,b (im) { } ;
Complex operator= (Complex &x) {a=x.a;b=x.b; return *this;};
Complex operator= (Real x) {a=x;b=0 . 0; return *this;};
Complex operator= (ImaginaryUnit &i);
Complex operator+ (Real x) (return Complex ( a+x , b) ;} ;
Complex operator- (Real x) [return Complex ( a-x, b) ;} ;
Complex operator* (Real x) {return Complex ( a*x, b*x) ;} ;
Complex operator/ (Real x) {return Complex (a/x, b/x) ; }
Complex operator+ (ImaginaryUnit &i)
Complex operator- (ImaginaryUnit &i)
Complex operator* (ImaginaryUnit &i)
Complex operator/ (ImaginaryUnit &i)
Complex operator+ (Complex ix) {return Complex (a+x. a, b+x.b);};
Complex operator- (Complex &x) {return Complex (a-x. a, b-x.b);},-
Complex operator* (Complex ix) (return Complex(a*x. a-b*x.b, a*x.b+b*x.a) ; }
Complex operator/ (Complex ix) (return Complex ( (a*x.a+b*x.b)
/ (x.a*x.a+x.b*x.b) , (b*x. a-a*x.b) / (x.a*x.a+x.b*x.b) ) ; } ;
Complex operator- () {return Complex(-a, -b) ; ] ;
Complex operator- () {return Complex(a, -b) ;]; //conjugate
Reali real () {return a;};
Real& imaginary () {return b; } ;
Real magnitude () {return sqrt (a*a+b*b) ; } ;
Real phase () {return atan2 (b, a) ; ] ;
private :
Real a; //real part
Real b; //imaginary part
};
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inline ostreami operator<< (ostream iostr, Complex &cplx) {
return ostrcplx.real ( )" + "cplx. imaginary()" *i" ;
};
class ImaginaryUnit {
public:
ImaginaryUnit ( ) { } ;
Complex operator+ (Real x) { return Complex(x, 1.0),-},-
Complex operator- (Real x) { return Complex(-x, 1.0);};
Complex operator* (Real x) { return Complex(0.0, x) ; } ;
Complex operator/ (Real x) { return Complex (0.0, 1 . 0/x) ; } ;
Complex operator+ (Complex &x) {return (x + *this);};
Complex operator- (Complex ix) (return (-x + *this);};
Complex operator* (Complex ix) {return (x * (*this));};
Complex operator/ (Complex ix) {return (Complex ( 0, 1) /x) ;} ;
};
inline Complex operator+ (Real x, ImaginaryUnit ii){ return Complex(x, 1.0);};
inline Complex operator- (Real x, ImaginaryUnit ii) { return Complex(x, -1.0);};
inline Complex operator* (Real x, ImaginaryUnit ii) { return Complex(0.0, x) ; } ;
inline Complex operator/ (Real x, ImaginaryUnit ii) { return Complex(0.0, -x) ; } ;
inline Complex operator+ (Real x, Complex ixc) { return (xc + x) ; } ;
inline Complex operator- (Real x, Complex ixc) { return (-xc + x) ; } ;
inline Complex operator* (Real x, Complex ixc) { return (xc * x) ; } ;
inline Complex operator/ (Real x, Complex ixc) { return (Complex(x, 0.0)/xc);};
inline Complex Complex: : operator= (ImaginaryUnit ii) {a=0 . 0 ;b=l . 0 ; return
*this;};
inline Complex Complex: :operator+ (ImaginaryUnit ii) {return
Complex(a,b+l . 0) ; } ;
inline Complex Complex: : operator- (ImaginaryUnit ii) {return
Complex(a,b-1.0) ; } ;
inline Complex Complex: : operator* (ImaginaryUnit ii) {return Complex (-b, a) ;} ;
inline Complex Complex: : operator/ (ImaginaryUnit ii) {return Complex(b, -a) ; } ;
#endif
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: cplxfunc.h
Class
Super
ComplexFunction
Function
Description: Complex value function object
Creator Shan Xue
a************************************************************-*-*-*--*.*,
#ifndef
#define
?include "function. h"
?include "cplx.h"
class Realfunction;
class ComplexFunction : public Function
{
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friend class RealFunction;
public:
ComplexFunction (Real=. 0, Real=.0, int=l) ;
ComplexFunction (Real, Real, Real);
ComplexFunction (ComplexFunction i)
-ComplexFunction ( ) ;
Complexi operator () (Real) ;
Complexi operator [] (int) ;
ComplexFunctioni operator= (ComplexFunctioni) ;
ComplexFunctioni operator= (RealFunctioni) ;
ComplexFunction operator+ (ComplexFunctioni) ;
ComplexFunction operator- (ComplexFunctioni) ;
Complex operator* (ComplexFunctioni)
RealFunction real ( ) ;
RealFunction imaginaryO;
RealFunction magnitude();
RealFunction phase ( ) ;
ComplexFunction fft();
ComplexFunction ifft();
RealFunction powerSpectrum( ) ;
private:
Complex *z;
};
#endif
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File: cplxfunc.c
Class: ComplexFunction
Super: Function
Description: Complex value function object
Creator Shan Xue
** + ************** + **** + ******** + ***?*******************-******-*****/
?include "cplxfunc.h"
?include "realfunc.h"
?include <stdlib.h>
ComplexFunction: : ComplexFunction (Real min, Real max,
int numSamples) : Function (min, max, numSamples)
{
z=new Complex [maxIndex+1] ;
if(!z) {
cerr"Out of memory"endl ;
exit(l) ;
}
}
ComplexFunction: :ComplexFunction (Real min, Real max, Real ine)
: Function (min, max, ine)
{
z=new Complex [maxlndex+l ] ;
if(!z) [
cerr<<"0ut of memory"endl;
exit(l) ;
}
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}ComplexFunction: :ComplexFunction (ComplexFunction if)
: z(NULL)
*this=f ;
ComplexFunction : : -ComplexFunction ( )
delete z;
Complexi ComplexFunction: : operator () (Real x)
int index= (int) ( (x-x_min) / (x_max-x_min) * (Real)maxIndex+0 . 5)
checklndex ( index) ;
return z [ index] ;
Complexi ComplexFunction: : operator [] (int index)
checklndex (index) ;
return z[ index];
ComplexFunctioni ComplexFunction :: operator= (ComplexFunctioni f)
if (this==if )
return f;
x_min= f . x_min ;
x_max= f . x_max
maxlndex= f . maxlndex
if (z)
delete z ;
z=new Complex [maxlndex+l] ;
if(!z) {
cerr"Out of memory
"
<<endl ;
exit (1) ;
}
for ( int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
z[i]=f[i] ;
return *this;
}
ComplexFunctioni ComplexFunction: : operator= (RealFunctioni f)
{
x_min= f . x_min ;
x_max= f . x__max
maxlndex= f . maxlndex ;
delete z;
z=new Complex [maxlndex+l] ;
if(!z) {
cerr<<"0ut of
memory"
<<endl ;
exit (1) ;
}
for ( int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
z[i]=f [i] ;
return *this;
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}ComplexFunction ComplexFunction: : operator+ (ComplexFunctioni f)
{
ComplexFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
checkCompatability (f ) ;
for( int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z[i]+f[i];
return g;
}
ComplexFunction ComplexFunction: : operator- (ComplexFunctioni f)
{
ComplexFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
checkCompatability (f) ;
for ( int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[ij=z[i]-f [i] ;
return g;
}
Complex ComplexFunction: : operator* (ComDlexFunctior.i f)
C
Complex product=0.0;
checkCompatability ( f) ;
for ( int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
product = product + z [i] * (-f [i] )
return product,-
}
/* These operators are not used in this project.
BOOL ComplexFunction: :operator== (ComplexFunctioni f)
3 DOL ComplexFunction: : operator> (ComplexFunctioni f)
JrJOL ComplexFunction: : operator< (ComplexFunctioni f)
BOOL ComplexFunction: : operator>= (ComplexFunctioni f)
BOOL ComDlexFunction: :operator<= (ComplexFunctioni f)
-I
ComplexFunction ComplexFunction: : fft ( ) {
void fourl(Real*, int, int) ;
ComplexFunction g(-0 . 5/ interval () , 0 . 5/ interval () , maxlndex+l)
Real x = x_min;
while (absolute (x/ (x_max-x_min) - (int) (x/ (x_max-x_min) ) ) >
0.5/ (Real) (maxlndex+l) )
x += interval ( ) ;
int nO = ( int) ( (x-x_min) / (x_max-x_min) * (Real)maxlndex
+0.5);
for( int n = 0; n<n0; n++)
g[n0+n] - (*this) [n] ;
for(n = nO ; n<=maxlndex; n++)
g[n-n0] = (*this) [n] ;
for(n = 1; n<=maxlndex; n j-= 2)
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g[n] = g[n]*(Real)-1.0;
fourl ( (Real*)g. z, g.maxlndex+l, 1);
return g;
}
ComplexFunction ComplexFunction: : ifft ( ) {
void fourl(Real*, int, int);
ComplexFunction g(*this);
fourl ( (Real*) g. z , g . maxlndex+ 1 , -1);
g.x_min = -0 . 5 /interval ( )
g . x_max = 0.5/ interval ( ) ;
return g;
}
RealFunction ComplexFunction: :powerSpectrum( ) {
RealFunction g;
return g;
}
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File: expspec.h
Class : ExperimentSpec
Super :
Description: Parameters for experiment
Creator Shan Xue
?include <iostream.h>
?include "realfunc.h"
class ExperimentSpec {
public :
ExperimentSpec ( ) ;
ExperimentSpec (const char* specFile);
-ExperimentSpec ( ) { } ;
void loadDefault ( )
BOOL fromFile (const char* specFile);
void keyln( ) ;
void show() {show(cout) ; } ;
void show(ostream ioutput) ;
void toFile(const char* specfile)
char varName [64] ;
char sigName[64];
int sigWidth;
Real dPrime;
Real thetaS;
Real lambda;
int seed; //seed for random number
Real minVar; //thetaS or lambda
Real maxVar
Real varStep;
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int numOfTrials;
};
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File: expspec.c
Class: ExperimentSpec
Super :
Description: Parameters for experiment
Creator Shan Xue
??????????a*************************-******************************/
?include "expspec.h"
?include <string.h>
?include <fstream.h>
?include <math.h>
Real phi (Real) ;
Real erfc(Real);
const char ENDCHAR = 0;
ExperimentSpec : : ExperimentSpec ( ) {
loadDefaultO
}
ExperimentSpec :: ExperimentSpec (const char* specFile) {
loadDefault () ;
fromFile (specFile) ;
}
void ExperimentSpec :: loadDefault ( ) {
strcpy (varName ,
"ThetaS" );
strcpy (sigName,
"
cos ( ) " ) ;
sigWidth = 32;
seed = 1 ;
minVar = -1.0;
maxVar = 1.0;
varStep = 0.2;
dPrime = 2.0;
thetaS = 0.0 //Useful only when sigName = "Lambda".
lambda = 2 . 0; //greater than 1, optimal lambda is used.
numOfTrials = 10000;
}
BOOL ExperimentSpec :: fromFile (const char* specFile) {
ifstream file (specFile) ;
if('file) {
cout<<"Failed to open file \' "<<specFile<<" \ ' . "<<endl ;
return FALSE ;
}
char buf [256]={1};
BOOL commentOn;
while (buf [0] != ENDCHAR) {
buf [0]=ENDCHAR;
commentOn = FALSE;
filebuf ;
if (buf [0]==' [') {
commentOn = TRUE;
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while (commentOn) {
if (buf [0]==ENDCHAR || buf [strlen (buf ) -1] == ' ] ' )
commentOn = FALSE;
else {
buf [0]=ENDCHAR;
filebuf ;
}
}
}
else if (strcmp(buf , "ExperimentOn" ) ==0) {
filevarName ;
}
else if (strcmp(buf , "Signal" ) ==0) {
f ile>>sigName;
fi le>>s igWidth ;
}
else if (strcmp(buf , "Lambda" ) ==0 ii strcmp (varName, "Lambda") == 0) {
f ile>>minVar;
f ile>>maxVar;
file>>varStep ;
}
else if (strcmp (buf, "Log (ThetaS) ") ==0 ii strcmp (varName, "ThetaS") == 0) {
f ile>>minVar ;
file>>maxVar
file>>varStep;
}
else if (strcmp (buf , "DPrime" ) ==0)
filedPrime ;
else if (strcmp (buf , "ThetaS")==0 ii strcmp (varName, "Lambda") == 0)
filethetaS;
else if (strcmp (buf , "Lambda") ==0 ii strcmp (varName, "ThetaS") == 0)
filelambda;
else if (strcmp (buf, "Seed")==0)
file>>seed;
else if (strcmp (buf , "Trials ") ==0 )
filenumOfTrials ;
else if (buf [0] !=ENDCHAR) {
cout<<"Syntax error in experimental definition file \ ' "<<specFile
<<" \ ' . -<<endl ;
return FALSE ;
}
}
return TRUE;
}
void ExperimentSpec :: keyIn ( ) {
}
void ExperimentSpec: : show (ostream ioutput) {
if (strcmp (varName, "ThetaS") == 0) {
output"^ Siganl: "sigName<<" , "sigWidth<<
"
pixels "endl;
output"# D-Prime(d'): "<<dPrimeendl;
output"^ Random number seed: <<seed<<endl;
output"# Log(ThetaS) range: "<<minVar" to "<<maxVar" , step: "
varStependl ;
if (lambda > 1.0)
output"^ Lambda: Opitiaml "<<endl;
else
output<<"^ Lambda: "<<lambda<<endl ;
output"* Number of trials: "<<numOfTrials<<endl ;
}
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else if (strcmp (varName, "Lambda") == 0) {
output"# Siganl: "sigName<<" , "sigWidth<<" pixels"endl;
output"^ D-Prime(d'): "<<dPrimeendl;
output"^ ThetaS Value: "thetaS<<endl;
output"^ Random number seed: "<<seed<<endl;
output<<"^ Lambda cut-off range: "<<minVar<<" to 'maxVar", step:
varStependl ;
output"^ Optimal lambda: "lambdaendl;
output"^ Number of trials: "numOfTrialsendl;
}
}
void ExperimentSpec: : toFile (const char* specfile) {
}
File: fft.c
FFT routines
The complex fft is downloaded from usc.edu. The real fft
is typed in Shan Xue. They both are originated from
"Numerical Recipes in C" by Press, Flannery, Teukolsky
and Vetterling. (Modifications have been made)
/* Complex FFT */
?include <math.h>
?define SWAP(a,b) tempr=a;a=b;b=tempr
void fourl (float *data, int nn, int isign)
{ /* altered for consistency
* with original FORTRAN */
/* Press, Flannery, Teukolsky, Vettering "Numerical
* Recipes in C" tuned up ; Code works only when *nn is
* a power of 2 */
int n, mmax, m, j, i;
double wtemp, wr, wpr, wpi, wi, theta, wpin;
float tempr, tempi, datar, datai;
float datalr, datali; /* original code didn't declare, but used them "/
n = nn * 2 ;
j = 0;
for (i = 0; i < n; i += 2) {
if (j > i) { /* could use j>i+l to help
* compiler analysis */
SWAP(data[j] , data[i]);
SWAP (data [j +1], datafi + 1] ) ;
}
m = nn;
while (m >= 2 ii j >= m) {
j -= m;
m = 1;
}
j += m;
}
theta = 3.141592653589795 * .5;
if (isign < 0)
theta = -theta;
wpin = 0; /* sin(+-PI) */
for (mmax =2; n > mmax; mmax *= 2) {
wpi = wpin;
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wpin = sin(theta);
wpr = 1 - wpin * wpin - wpin * wpin; /* cos(theta*2) */
theta *= .5;
wr = 1;
wi = 0;
for (m = 0; m < mmax; m += 2 ) {
j = m + mmax;
tempr = (float) wr * (datalr = data[j]);
tempi = (float) wi * (datali = data[j + 1]);
for (i = m; i < n - mmax * 2; i += mmax * 2) {
/* mixed precision not significantly more
* accurate here; if removing float casts,
* tempr and tempi should be double */
tempr -= tempi;
tempi = (float) wr *datali + (float) wi *datalr;
/* don't expect compiler to analyze j > i+1 */
datalr = data[j + mmax * 2];
datali = data[j + mmax * 2 + 1] ;
data[i] = (datar = data[i]) + tempr;
data[i +1] = (datai = datafi +1]) + tempi;
datafj] = datar - tempr
data[j +1] = datai - tempi;
tempr = (float) wr *datalr;
tempi = (float) wi *datali;
j += mmax * 2 ;
}
tempr -= tempi;
tempi = (float) wr *datali + (float) wi *datalr
data[i] = (datar = data[i]) + tempr;
data[i +1] = (datai = data[i +1]) + tempi;
data[j] = datar - tempr
datafj +1] = datai - tempi
wr = (wtemp = wr) * wpr - wi * wpi;
wi = wtemp
* wpi + wi * wpr;
}
}
/* Real FFT */
void realft (float *data, int n, int isign)
{
int i, il, i2, i3, i4, n2p3 ;
float cl = 0.5, c2, hlr, hli, h2r, h2i;
double wr, wi, wpr, wpi, wtemp, theta;
theta = M_PI/ (double) n;
if(isign == 1) {
c2=-0.5;
fourl (data, n, 1) ;
}
else {
c2= 0,5;
theta = -theta;
}
wtemp = sin(0 . 5*theta)
wpr = -2 . 0 *wtemp*wtemp
wpi = sin (theta) ;
wr = 1.0+wpr ;
wi = wpi ;
n2p3 = 2'n+l;/*was 2*n+3V
for(i=2; i<=n/2; i++) {
i4 = l+(i3 = n2p3-(i2 = l-r(il = i+i-2/*was i + i-l*/)));
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hlr = cl*(data[il]+data[i3] ) ;
hli = cl*(data[i2]-data[i4] ) ;
h2r = -c2*(data[i2]+data[i4] ) ;
h2i = c2 * (data [il] -data [ i3 ]) ;
data[il] = hlr+wr*h2r-wi*h2i ;
data[i2] = hli+wr*h2i+wi*h2r ;
data[i3] = hlr-wr*h2r+wi*h2i;
data[i4] = -hli+wr*h2i+wi*h2r;
wr = (wtemp = wr) *wpr-wi*wpi+wr ;
wi - wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi ;
}
if(isign == 1) {
data[0] = (hlr = data[0 ] ) +data [1] ;
data[l] = hlr-data[l] ;
}
else {
data[0] = cl*((hlr = data [0] ) +data [1] )
datafl] = cl*(hlr-data[l] ) ;
fourl (data, n, -1);
}
/??it**************************************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: funcdefs.h
Class:
Super :
Description: General definitions
Creator Shan Xue
?ifndef
?define_FUNCDEFS_H
typedef float Real;
typedef int BOOL;
const int TRUE =1;
const int FALSE =0;
/*=============== Macro for function iterator ===================/
/* USEAGE:
To perform any operation to a function on its domain, use the
following pair of macros
ON_DOMAIN_OF ( f ) DOALL(x) note: do not terminate with ( ; )
where f is a function and x is f's argument.
*/
?define ON_DOMAIN_OF ( f ) RealFunctioni _F = f;
?define DOALL(x) \
for( x = (_F) .domairiMin( ) ; x <= (_F) . domainMax( ) ; x += (_F) . interval () )
Real absolute (Real)
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?endif
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: funcdefs.c
Class:
Super :
Description: General definitions
Creator Shan Xue
A*****************************************************************/
typedef float Real;
Real
_domainMin,_domainMax,_domainInterval;
Real absolute (Real x) {
if(x<0.0) return -x;
else return x;
}
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File: function. h
Class: Function
Super :
Description: Base Function object
Creator Shan Xue
?ifndef
?define
?include <stddef.h>
?include "funcdefs.h"
class ComplexFunction;
class RealFunction;
class Function
{
public:
Function (Real min=.0, Real max= . 0 , int numSamples=l)
:x_min(min). x_max(max), maxlndex (numSamples-1) {} ;
Function (Real min, Real max. Real ine)
:x_min(min) , x_max(max) , maxlndex ( (int)
( (x_max-x_min) /inc+0 . 5) ) { } ;
Function (Function i){};
virtual -Function (){} ;
Real domainMin( ) {return x_min; } ;
Real domainMax( ) {return x_max; } ;
Real interval ( ) ;
int numPoints ( ) {return maxlndex+l ; } ;
virtual ComplexFunction fft ( ) =0
virtual RealFunction powerSpectrum( ) =0;
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protected:
Real x_min, x_max;
int maxlndex
void checklndex ( int index) {};
void checkCompatability (Function i){};
};
?endif
/*****************************************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: function. c
Class: Function
Super :
Description: Base Function object
Creator Shan Xue
?include " function. h"
Real Function: : interval ( ) {
if(x_min == x_max)
return 0.0;
else
return (x_max-x_min) / ( (Real)maxlndex)
}
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File: gausrand.h
Class: Gaus sRandom
Super : Random
Description: Gaussian Random number genarator
Creator Shan Xue
****************************************************************** /
?ifndef
?define
?include " random. h"
class GaussRandom : public Random {
public :
GaussRandom (Real mean = 0.0, Real stdDev = 1 . 0) :Random(mean, stdDev){}
virtual -GaussRandom ( ) {} ;
virtual Real pop ( ) ;
};
?endif
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/ *****************************************************************
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File: gausrand.c
Class
Super
GaussRandom
Random
Description: Gaussian Random number genarator
Creator Shan Xue
**************************************************************?***/
?include "gausrand.h"
float gasdev( )
Real GaussRandom: : pop ( ) {
return std*gasdev( ) +m;
}
******************************************************************
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File: randgen.c
Description: "C" Random Number Routines
Creator Shan Xue
******************TC****************^*********************ir*-rTr-!r***-r
/* subroutine ranl_nrc.c
ranl.c function from "Numerical recipes in c"
use ran_link.com to link subroutine with main program
routine is located in [ HAFNER . PROGS ]
typed into computer 26 - JUL - 93 by Bryan C. Hafner
*/
?include <stdio.h>
?include <stdlib.h>
?include <math.h>
?define Ml 259200
?define IA1 7141
?define IC1 54773
?define RM1 (1.0 / Ml)
?define M2 134456
?define IA2 8121
?define IC2 28411
?define RM2 (1.0 / M2 )
?define M3 243000
?define IA3 4561
?define IC3 51349
static int seed = -1;
void ran2Seed(int s) {
//Setting seed to 0 doesn't do anything.
if(s > 0)
seed = -s;
else if(s < 0)
seed = s ;
}
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float rani ( )
{
static long ixl, ix2 , ix3 ;
static float r [98] ;
float temp;
static int iff = 0;
int j ;
if (seed < 0 ) {
ixl = ( IC1 - seed ) % Ml;
ixl = ( IA1 * ixl + IC1 ) % Ml;
ix2 = ixl % M2;
ixl = ( IA1 * ixl + IC1 ) % Ml;
ix3 = ixl % M3;
for ( j = 1; j <= 97; j++ ) {
ixl = ( IA1 * ixl + IC1 ) % Ml;
ix2 = ( IA2 * ix2 + IC2 ) % M2 ;
r[j] = ( ixl + ix2 * RM2 ) * RM1 ,
}
seed = 1
}
ixl = ( IA1 * ixl + IC1 ) % Ml
ix2 = ( IA2 * ix2 + IC2 ) % M2
ix3 = ( IA3 * ix3 + IC3 ) % M3
j = 1 + ( (97 * ix3) / M3 ) ;
if ( j > 97 | | j < 1 ) {
printf ( "RANI. This cannot happen." );
exit ( 1 ) ;
}
temp = r [j] ;
r [ j ] = ( ixl + ix2 * ?JM2 ) * RM1 ;
return temp;
/* Gausian deviate random generator * /
float gasdev() {
static int iset = 0;
static float gset = 0;
float fac, r, vl , v2 ;
iffiset == 0) {
do {
vl = 2.0*ranl()-I.O;
v2 = 2.0*ranl()-1.0;
r = vl*vl+v2*v2;
} while (r >= 1.0 || r == 0.0);
fac = sqrt (-2 . 0*log(r) /r) ;
gset = vl*fac;
iset = 1;
return v2*fac;
}
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else {
iset = 0;
return gset;
}
}
/* Normal Distribution with mean of 'm' and standard deviation of s */
float gaus(float m=0.0, float s=1.0) {
float z;
z = gasdev ( ) ;
return s*z+m;
}
/*****************************************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: random. h
Class : Random
Super :
Description: Random number genarator
Creator Shan Xue
******************************TC*************************-K*********/
?ifndef
?define
?include "funcdefs.h"
void ran2Seed(int)
class Random {
public:
Random(Real mean = 0.0, Real stdDev = 1.0) {m = mean; std = stdDev;};
virtual -Random ( ) { } ;
Real getMean() {return m; }
Real getStdDeviation( ) {return std;}
void setMean(Real mean) {m = mean,-}
void setStdDeviation(Real stdDev) {std = stdDev;}
static void setSeed(int s) {ran2Seed(s) ; }
virtual Real pop ( ) = 0
protected:
Real m, std;
};
inline Real operator+ (Real ix. Random irand) {return x+rand.pop ( ) ; }
inline Real operator- (Real ix. Random irand) {return x-rand.pop ( ) ; }
inline Real operator* (Real ix. Random irand) {return x^rand.pop ( ) ; }
?endif
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/*****************************************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: realfunc.h
Class: RealFunction
Super : Function
Description: Real value function object
Creator Shan Xue
******************************************************************/
?ifndef_REALFUNC_H
?define
?include <iostream.h>
?include "function. h"
class Random;
class RealFunction . public Function
{
friend class ComplexFunction;
public :
RealFunction (Real=.0, Real=.0, int=l);
RealFunction (Real, Real, Real);
RealFunction (RealFunction i)
-RealFunction ( ) ;
Reali operator ( ) (Real) ;
Reali operator [] (int) ;
RealFunctioni operator= (RealFunctioni)
RealFunction operator+ (RealFunctioni)
RealFunction operator- (RealFunctioni)
RealFunction operator* (RealFunctioni) ;
// RealFunction operator/ (RealFunctioni) ;
RealFunctioni operator= (Real) ;
RealFunction operator+ (Real) ;
RealFunction operator- (Real ) ;
RealFunction operator* (Real) ;
RealFunction operator/ (Real) ;
RealFunctioni operator= (Randomi)
RealFunction operator+ (Randomi)
RealFunction operator- (Randomi)
RealFunction operator* (Randomi)
Real maximum ( ) ;
Real minimum();
Real sum( ) ;
BOOL operator== (RealFunctioni) ;
BOOL operator> (RealFunctioni) ;
BOOL operator< (RealFunctioni) ;
BOOL operator>= (RealFunctioni)
BOOL operator<= (RealFunctioni) ;
ComplexFunction fft();
RealFunction powerSpec trum( )
RealFunction histogram( int numSteps);
Real mean ( )
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Real variance ( ) ;
void show() {show(cout) }
void show(ostream ioutput)
void toAsciiFile (const char* fileName) ;
private :
Real *z;
};
Real innerProduct (RealFunctioni fl, RealFunctioni f2);
?endif
/****************************************************************-,;
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: realfunc.c
Class: RealFunction
Super: Function
Description: Real value function object
Creator Shan Xue
*********************************************************^********/
?include "realfunc
?include "cplxfunc.h"
?include " random. h"
?include <fstream.h>
?include <stdlib.h>
RealFunction: :RealFunction (Real min. Real max, int numSamples)
:Function (min, max, numSamples)
{
if (numSamples>0)
z=new Real [maxlndex+l] ;
else if ( ! z) {
cerr"Out of memory "<<endl ;
exit(l) ;
}
}
RealFunction: :RealFunction (Real min, Real max. Real ine)
: Function (min, max, ine)
{
z=new Real [maxlndex+l] ;
if(!z) {
cerr<<"Out of memory"endl;
exit(l) ;
}
}
RealFunction: :RealFunction (RealFunction if)
z(NULL)
{
*this=(f) ;
}
RealFunction : : -RealFunction ( )
{
delete z;
}
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Reali RealFunction: : operator () (Real x)
{
int index;
if(x_min != x_max)
index= (unsigned int) (
(x-x_min) / (x_max-x_min) * (Real)maxIndex+0 . 5) ;
else if(x == x_min)
index = 0;
checklndex (index) ;
return z [index];
}
Reali RealFunction: : operator [] (int index)
{
checklndex (index) ;
return z [ index];
}
RealFunctioni RealFunction: : operator= (RealFunctioni f)
{
iffthis == if)
return f;
x_min= f . x_min ;
x_max= f . x_max
maxlndex= f . maxlndex ;
if (z)
delete z;
z=new Real [maxlndex+l] ;
if(!z) {
cerr<<"0ut of
memory"<<endl ;
exit(l) ;
}
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
z[i]=f [i];
return *this;
}
RealFunction RealFunction: : operator+ (RealFunctioni f)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
checkCompatability (f)
for(int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z[i]+f [i];
return g;
}
RealFunction RealFunction: : operator- (RealFunctioni f)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
checkCompatability (f) ;
for ( int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z[i]-f [i] ;
return g;
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RealFunction RealFunction: : operator* (RealFunctioni f)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
checkCompatability (f) ;
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z[i]*f [i];
return g;
}
/*
RealFunction RealFunction: : operator/ (RealFunctioni f)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
checkCompatability ( f) ;
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z[i]/f [i];
return g;
}
*/
RealFunction iRealFunction : : operator= (Real zl)
{
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
z[i]=zl;
return *this;
}
RealFunction RealFunction: : operator+ (Real zl)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l);
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z [i]+zl;
return g ;
}
RealFunction RealFunction: : operator- (Real zl)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z [i] -zl;
return g;
}
RealFunction RealFunction: :operator* (Real zl)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l)
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z[i]*zl;
return g;
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RealFunction RealFunction: : operator/ (Real zl)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, xjnax, maxlndex+l) ;
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z[i]/zl;
}
return g;
RealFunction iRealFunction: :operator= (Randomi zl)
{
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
z [i] =zl .pop() ;
return *this;
}
RealFunction RealFunction: : operator+ (Randomi zl)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i] =z [i] +zl.pop( ) ;
}
return g;
RealFunction RealFunction: : operator- (Randomi zl)
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
for ( int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i] =z[i] -zl.popO ;
return g;
}
RealFunction RealFunction: : operator* (Randomi zl]
{
RealFunction g(x_min, x_max, maxlndex+l) ;
for (int i=0; i<=maxlndex; i++)
g[i]=z[i] *zl.pop() ;
return g;
}
Real RealFunction: :maximum ( ) {
Real max = z [0] ;
for (int n = 1; n<=maxlndex; n++)
if (z [n] >max)
max = z [n] ;
return max;
}
Real RealFunction: :minimum ( ) {
Real min = z [0] ;
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for (int n = 1; n<=maxl:.dex; n++)
if (z [n] <min)
min = z [n] ;
return min;
}
Real RealFunction: : sum ( ) {
Real result=0.0;
for (int n = 1; n<=maxlndex; n++)
result+=z [n] ;
return result
}
/*
BOOL RealFunction: :operator== (RealFunctioni f)
BOOL RealFunction: :operator> (RealFunctioni f)
BOOL RealFunction: :operator< (RealFunctioni f)
BOOL RealFunction: :operator>= (RealFunctioni f)
BOOL RealFunction: : operator<= (RealFunctioni f)
*/
ComplexFunction RealFunction: : fft ( ) {
/*
void realft (float* . int, int);
RealFunction fl(-1.0, 1.0, maxlndex+l); //intermidiate result
Real x = x_min,-
while (absolute (x/ (x_max-x_min) - (int) (x/ (x_max-x_min) ) ) >
0.5/ (Real) (maxlndex+l) )
x += interval ( ) ;
int nO = (unsigned int) ( (x-x_min) / (x_max-x_min) * (Real)maxlndex
+0.5) ;
for (int n = 0; n<n0 ; n++)
fl[n0+n] = (*this) [n] ;
for(n = nO; n<=maxlndex; n++)
fl[n-n0] = (*this) [n] ;
for(n = 1; n<=maxlndex; n -r= 2)
fl[n] = fl[n] * (Real ) -1.0 ;
realft(fl.z, maxlndex+l, 1) ;
ComplexFunction g (-0 . 5/interval ( ) , 0 . 5/interval ( ) , maxlndex+l);
g[0] = fl[0];
g[ (maxlndex+l) /2-1] = fl[l];
ImaginaryUnit i;
for(n=l; n< (maxlndex+l ) /2 ; n++) {
g[n] = fl[2*n]+i*fl[2*n+l] ;
g[maxlndex+l-n] = ~g[n];
}
*/
ComplexFunction g;
g = *this;
return g. fft ( ) ;
}
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RealFunction RealFunction: :powerSpectrum( ) {
ComplexFunction g = fft();
RealFunction p(g.x_min, g.x_max, g.maxlndex+l)
for (int n = 0; n <= maxlndex; n++)
p[n] = (g[n]*~g[n] ) . real ( ) ;
return p;
}
RealFunction RealFunction: : histogram (int numSteps) {
RealFunction h(minimum(), maximum)), numSteps) ;
h = 0.0;
for (int n = 0; n<=maxlndex; n++)
h(z[n]) += (Real) 1.0;
return h;
}
Real RealFunction: :mean ( ) {
Real m=0 .0;
for (int n = 0; n<=maxlndex; n++)
m += z[n]/(Real) (maxlndex+l) ;
return m;
}
Real RealFunction: : variance ( ) {
Real var=0.0, m = mean ( ) ;
for (int n = 0; n<=maxlndex; n++)
var += (z [n] -m) * (z [n] -m) / (Real)maxlndex;
return var;
}
void RealFunction: : show (ostream ioutput) {
Real delta = interval () ;
int n;
for(n = 0; n <= maxlndex; n++) {
output<< (x_min+delta* (Real)n) ' \t ' <<z [n] <<endl;
}
}
void RealFunction: : toAsciiFile (const char* fileName) {
ofstream file (fileName) ;
if(lfile) {
cerr<<"Failed to open file: "<<f ileName<< ' . ' <<endl;
exit(l) ;
}
show(file) ;
file. close ( ) ;
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}Real innerProduct (RealFunctioni fl, RealFunctioni f2) {
return ( f l*f2) . sum( ) ;
};
/*****************************************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: simfuncs.c
Class:
Super :
Description: functions for simulation project
Creator Shan Xue
******************************************************************/
?include <math.h>
?include <stdio.h>
?include <iostream.h>
?include <fstream.h>
?include "realfunc.h"
?include "ugsrand.h"
?include "expspec.h"
?include "simulatr.h"
float gaus(float=0.0, float=1.0);
Real pcToDPrime (Real) ;
Real phi (Real) ;
Real inversePhi (Real) ;
void testSimulator ( ) {
const Real SNR = 2.0;
int numOfTests, numOfTrials, sigWidth, seed;
char f ileName[40] ;
cout " \n\tRunning in test mode . \n"<<endl ;
cout" \tNumber of tests = ",-
cout . flush ( ) ;
cin>>numOfTests;
cout<<" \tNumber of Trials in each test = ";
cout . flush ( ) ;
cin>>numOfTrials;
cout<<"\tWidth of the signal =
cout. f lush( ) ;
cin>>sigWidth;
cout<<"\tRandom number seed = ",-
cout. f lush( ) ;
cin>>seed;
cout<<" \tOutput file name (no suffix) = " ;
cout. flush ( ) ;
cin>>f ileName;
cout" \n\n\tRunning test ..\n"<<endl;
Real p = phi (SNR/1. 4142136 ) ;
RealFunction result(l, numOfTests, numOfTests) ;
result = 0.0;
Simulator simulator;
simulator .setSignal ( "cos ( ) " , sigWidth) ;
simulator .setDPrime (SNR) ; //For matche filter d'=SNR
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Random: : setSeed(seed) ;
for (int i=0; i<numOfTests; i++)
result[i] = simulator . run (numOfTrials ) ;
sprintf (fileName, "%s.dat", fileName);
ofstream file (fileName) ;
file"^ Number of tests = "numOfTestsendl;
file<<"^ Mean of PC = "<<result.mean( ) endl;
file"^\tExpected: "pendl;
file"^ Std. Dev. of PC = "sqrt (result .variance ()) endl,
file"^\tExpected: "sqrt (p* (1.0-p) / (Real) numOfTrials ) endl<<endl ;
result . show (file) ;
file. close ( ) ;
cout<<" \n\tResult is saved in \ ' ,'<<f ileName<<" \ ' "endl;
}
RealFunction expOnLambda (ExperimentSpec ispec, BOOL calcOnly) {
RealFunction rF, *rFP;//SQRT of F.
if (spec . varStep ii spec.minVar != spec.maxVar)
rFP = new RealFunction ( spec .minVar, spec.maxVar, spec .varStep) ;
else
rFP = new RealFunction ( spec .minVar, spec.minVar, 1)
rF = *rFP;
delete rFP;
rF = 0.0;
Random: : setSeed( spec . seed) ;
Simulator simulator;
if ( ! simulator . setSignal (spec . sigName, spec . sigWidth) )
return rF; //Invalid sigName.
simulator. setDPrime (spec .dPrime) ;
simulator. setThetaS (spec. thetaS) ;
spec . lambda = simulator . getOptLambda ( ) ;
int stepNum;
Real lambda;
for(stepNum = 0; stepNum < rF . numPoints ( ) ; stepNum++) {
lambda = spec.minVar + ( (Real) stepNum) * spec . varStep;
simulator . setFilter ( lambda) ;
if (calcOnly)
rF[stepNum] = spec . dPrime/simulator .getSNR( ) ;
else
rF[stepNum] = pcToDPrime (simulator . run ( spec. numOfTrials) ) /
simulator. getSNRO ;
}
return rF;
}
RealFunction expOnThetaS (ExperimentSpec ispec, BOOL calcOnly) {
RealFunction rF. *rFP;//SQRT of F.
if (spec. varStep ii spec.minVar != spec.maxVar)
rFP = new RealFunction (spec.minVar, spec.maxVar, spec .varStep) ;
else
rFP = new RealFunction ( spec .minVar, spec.minVar, 1) ;
rF = *rFP;
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delete rFP;
rF = 0.0;
Random: : setSeedf spec . seed) ;
Simulator simulator;
if ( ! simulator. setSignal (spec. sigName, spec. sigWidth) )
return rF; //Invalid sigName.
simulator. setDPrime (spec .dPrime) ;
if (spec. lambda <= 1.0)
simulator . setFilter ( spec . lambda) ;
int stepNum;
Real thetaS ;
for (stepNum = 0; stepNum < rF . numPoints ( ) ; stepNum++) {
thetaS = pow(10.0, spec.minVar + ( (Real) stepNum) * spec .varStep) ;
simulator .setThetaS( thetaS)
if (spec . lambda > 1.0)
simulator. setFilter (simulator . getOptLambda ( ) ) ;
if (calcOnly)
rF[stepNum] = spec .dPrime/ simulator .getSNR( ) ;
else
rF[stepNum] = pcToDPrime (simulator .run( spec .numOfTrials) ) /
simulator .getSNR( ) ;
}
return rF;
}
Real pcToDPrime (Real pCorrect) {
return 1 . 4142136*inversePhi (pCorrect) ;
}
Real inversePhi (Real pc) {
const Real almostO = 0.001;
Real p, z;
if(pc > 0.5)
p = 1.0 - pc ;
else
p = pc;
if(p < almostO)
p = almostO;
z = sqrt(-2.0*log(p) ) ;
//z = ((2.3073 + 0.27061 * z)/(1.0 + 0.99229 * z + 0.04481 * z * z)) -
z = (2.515517 + 0.802853*z + 0 . 010328*z*z) /
(1.0 + 1.432788*z + 0.189269*z*z + 0 . 001308*z*z*z ) z ;
if(pc > 0.5)
z = -z ;
return z;
}
Real phi (Real z) {
return 1.0 - 0 . 5*erfc (z/1 . 4142316) ;
}
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Real erfc (Real x) {
Real t, z, ans;
z = fabs (x)
t = 1.0/(1. 0 +0. 5*z) ;
ans = t*exp ( -z*z-l (1 . 00002368+t*(0. 3740919 6+t* ( 0.09 67 8418+
t* (-0.18628806+t*(0.27886807+t*(-l. 13203 98+t* ( 1.48 8515 87+
t* (-0.82215223 +t* 0.17087277) )))))))) ;
if (x>=0.0)
return ans ;
else return 2.0-ans;
}
/*****************************************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: simulatr.h
Class: Simulator
Super :
Description: Simulation system
Creator Shan Xue
******************************************************************/
?ifndef SIMULATOR_H
?define SIMULATOR_H
?include "realfunc.h"
^include "ugsrand.h"
class Simulator {
public :
Simulator ( ) ;
-Simulator ( ) { } ;
Real getOptLambda ( ) ;
Real getSNRO ;
Real run (int numOfTrials) ; //returns pCrrect.
void setFilter (Real aLambda)
BOOL setSignal (char *sigName, int width) ;
void setDPrime (Real dPrm) ;
void setThetaS (Real thetaS) ;
private:
RealFunction signal;
RealFunction filter;
Real amplitude ;
Real lambda; //there is no way to caiclate lambda frorr. signal and filter.
UnitGaussRandom exte^nalNoise;
GaussRandom intrmsicNoise;
BOOL preDefSignal (char* sigName, int width);
Real error (Real aLambda);
};
?endif
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/*************************?***************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: simulatr.c
Class: Simulator
Super :
Description: Simulation system
Creator Shan Xue
******************************************************************/
?include "simulatr.h"
?include <iostream.h>
?include <string.h>
?include <math.h>
Real gaus (Real=0 .0, Real=0.0);
Simulator :: Simulator ( ) lambda (1.0), amplitude (1 . 0) , intrinsicNoise (0 . 0, 0.0)
{
preDefSignal ( "rect () " , 32);
filter = signal;
}
Real Simulator :: error (Real aLambda) {
Real hat=0.0,-
Real theta = intrinsicNoise .getStdDeviation () ;
for(int n=0; n<signal .numPoints ( ) n++)
if (signal [n] > aLambda)
hat += (signal [n] - aLambda);
return hat - theta*theta*aLambda;
}
Real Simulator : :getOptLambda( ) {
const Real almostO = 0.001;
Real theta = intrinsicNoise . getStdDeviation ( ) ;
if (theta == 0.0)
return 1.0;
Real lambdal = 0.0, lambda2 = 1.0, 1 = 0.5;
Real err = error (1);
while ( fabs (err) > almostO) {
if (err < 0)
lambda2 = 1 ;
else
lambdal = 1 ;
1 = (lambdal + lambda2) /2 . 0;
err = error ( 1 ) ;
}
return 1 ;
}
Real Simulator: :getSNR( ) {
return amplitude*sqrt (innerProduct (signal, signal));
}
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BOOL Simulator : :preDefSignal (char *sigName, int width) {
int w = width;
if (sigName[0] == '2' ii sigName[l] == 'D')
w = width*width;
RealFunction s(-0.5, 0.5, w) ;
Real x;
if (strcmp (sigName, "cos()") ==0) {
ON_DOMAIN_OF ( s ) DOALL (x ) {
s(x) = cos(M_PI*x);
if (s(x)<0.0)
s(x) = 0.0;
}
}
else if (strcmp (sigName, "rectO") == 0){
ON_DOMA IN_OF ( S ) DOALL (x )
s(x) = 1.0;
}
else if (strcmp (sigName, "coslOO") ==0) {
ON_DOMAIN_OF ( s ) DOALL (x ) {
s(x) = pow(cos(M_PI*x) , 10.0);
if (s(x)<0.0)
s(x) = 0.0;
}
}
else if (strcmp (sigName, " 2D_cos ( ) " ) ==0) {
Real ine = s . interval ()* (Real) (width+1)
for(int j=0; j<width; j++)
for (int i=0; i<width; i++) {
Real x = -0.5 + (Real) i* ine ;
Real y = -0.5 + (Real)j*inc;
int k = i + width* j ;
s[k] = cos (M_PI*sqrt (x*x + y*y) ) ;
if (s[k]<0.0)
s[k] = 0.0;
}
}
else if (strcmp (sigName, "2D_coslO ( ) " ) == 0) {
Real ine = s . interval ()* (Real) (width+1) ;
for (int j=0; j<width; j++)
for (int i=0; i<width; i++) {
Real x = -0.5 + (Real) i*inc;
Real y = -0.5 + (Real)j*inc;
int k = i + width* j ;
s[k] = pow(cos (M_PI*sqrt (x*x + y*y) ) , 10);
if (s[k]<0.0)
s[k] = 0.0;
}
}
else
return FALSE;
signal = s;
return TRUE;
}
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Real Simulator: : run (int numOfTrials) {
RealFunction target [2] = {
RealFunction ( signal. domainMin ( ) , signal .domainMax( ) , signal .numPoints( ) )
RealFunction ( signal. domainMin ( ) , signal .domainMax( ) , signal .numPoints( ) )
};
Real decision [2] ;
int hits = 0, godsChoice, myChoice;
godsChoice = (gaus() > 0.0);
for(int trail=0; trail<numOfTrials; trail++) {
target [godsChoice] = signal*amplitude + externalNoise;
target[ ! godsChoice] = externalNoise;
decision[0] = innerProduct (target [0] , filter) + intrinsicNoise;
decisionfl] = innerProduct (target [1] , filter) + intrinsicNoise;
if (decision[l] >decision[0] ||
(decision[l]==decision[0] ii gaus()>0.0))
//In case that can't tell, flip a coin.
myChoice = 1;
else
myChoice = 0;
if (myChoice == godsChoice)
hits++;
}
return (Real) hits/ (Real )numOfTrials ;
}
void Simulator :: setFilter (Real lmd) {
Real intr = intrinsicNoise . getStdDeviation () ;
Real Ef = innerProduct ( filter , filter);
Real sf = innerProduct (signal, filter)
Real d = amplitude*sf /sqrt (Ef + intr*intr)
lambda = lmd;
filter = signal;
if (lambda ==1.0) {
Ef = innerProduct (filter, filter); //filter = signal , E = Ef
amplitude = d*sqrt(Ef + intr*intr) /Ef ;
return;
}
for (int idx=0; idx<filter .numPoints () ; idx++)
if (filter [idx] >= lambda)
filter [idx] = 1.0;
else
filter [idx] /= lambda;
Ef = innerProduct (filter, filter);
sf = innerProduct (signal, f ilter)
amplitude = d*sqrt(Ef + intr*intr) /sf ;
}
BOOL Simulator :: setSignal (char *sigName, int width) {
int J = signal .numPoints ()
Real intr = intrinsicNoise . getStdDeviation ()
if ( IpreDefSignal (sigName, width)) {
cout "Signal
V" << sigName "V is unavailable." << endl;
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return FALSE;
}
setFilter (lambda) ;
//amplitude = . . .
//amplitude is set in setFilter ()
intr *= sqrt (signal .numPoints ()) /sqrt (J) ;
intrinsicNoise. setStdDeviation(intr) ;
return TRUE;
}
void Simulator :: setDPrime(Real dPrm) {
//amplitude = SNR/ sqrt (innerProduct (signal, signal));
Real intr = intrinsicNoise. getStdDeviation ( ) ;
Real Ef = innerProduct ( filter , filter);
Real sf = innerProduct (signal, filter);
amplitude = dPrm*sqrt(Ef + intr*intr) /sf ;
}
void Simulator : :setThetaS (Real thetaS) {
Real intr = intrinsicNoise. getStdDeviation ( )
Real Ef = innerProduct ( filter , filter);
Real sf = innerProduct (signal, filter);
Real d = amplitude*sf /sqrt (Ef + intr*intr) ;
intr = thetaS*sqrt ( (Real) signal .numPoints ())
amplitude = d*sqrt(Ef + intr*intr) /sf ;
intrinsicNoise . setStdDeviation (intr ) ;
}
/*******************************************************+*********
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: simumain.c
Class:
Super :
Description: Main function of the project
Creator Shan Xue
******************************************************************/
?include <iostream.h>
?include <fstream. h>
?include <stdio.h>
?include "realfunc.h"
?include "expspec.h"
RealFunction expOnThetaS (ExperimentSpec i, BOOL calcOnly=FALSE) ;
RealFunction expOnLambda (ExperimentSpec i, BOOL calcOnly=FALSE) ;
void testSimulator ( ) ;
int main (int argc, char* argv[]) {
ExperimentSpec spec ;
RealFunction result;
char fileName [20] ;
BOOL calcOnly = FALSE;
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int start=l;
if(argc>=2) {
if (strcmp (argv[l] , "-t") == 0) {
testSimulator ( ) ;
return 0
}
else if ( strcmp (argv[l] , "-c") == 0) {
start = 2;
calcOnly = TRUE;
}
for (int i=start; i<argc; i++) {
spec . loadDefault ( ) ;
sprintf (fileName, "%s . def " ,argv[i] ) ;
if (spec. fromFile (fileName) ) {
cout" "endl;
cout"Definition file: "f ileName<<endl<<endl;
spec . show ( ) ;
if (strcmp (spec. varName, "ThetaS") == 0)
result = expOnThetaS ( spec , calcOnly);
if (strcmp (spec. varName, "Lambda") == 0)
result = expOnLambda ( spec , calcOnly)
if (calcOnly)
sprintf (fileName, "%s_c.dat", argv[i]);
else
sprintf (fileName, "%s , argv[i] ) ;
ofstream file;
file. open (fileName) ;
spec . show( file) ;
if (calcOnly)
file"\n^THIS IS CALCULATED RESULT !"endl;
if (result . sum( ) > 0.0) {//else signal is unavailable.
file"\n^ Data begin\n" ;
result . show ( file) ;
file"^ Data end\n" ;
}
else
file<<"\n^ Signal specified is unavailable . \n" ;
file. close ( ) ;
cout
" \nExperiment result saved to "<<fileNameendl;
}
cout<<
'
\n"endl;
}
}
else {
cout << "No definition file is specified. \n" ;
cout << "Loading default values...
\n" << endl;
spec . show ( ) ;
char option = 0;
while (option == 0) {
cout "Procede with above parameters? (y/n) " ;
option = getchar ( )
getchar ( ) ;
if (option== ' y
' | option=='Y') {
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cout"Enter a file name for the result (no suffix):";
cin fileName ;
result=expOnThetaS(spec) ;
sprintf (fileName, "%s , fileName) ;
result. toAsciiFile( fileName) ;
cout"Experiment result saved to "fileName" . "endl;
}
else if (option== 'n' | option=='N')
return 0 ;
else
option = 0;
}
}
return 0;
}
/*****************************************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: ugsrand.h
Class: UnitGaussRandom
Super: GaussRandom
Description: Unit Gaussian Random number genarator
Creator Shan Xue
******************************************************************/
?ifndef
?define_UGAUSRAND_H
?include "gausrand.h"
class UnitGaussRandom : public GaussRandom {
public :
UnitGaussRandom ( ) { } ;
virtual -UnitGaussRandom ( ) { } ;
virtual Real pop ( ) ;
};
?endif
/*****+***********************************************************
C++ Objects for Project "Monte Carlo 94"
File: ugsrand.c
Class : UnitGaussRandom
Super: GaussRandom
Description: UnitGaussian Random number genarator
Creator Shan Xue
**********************************************-K*********-********ieicf
?include "ugsrand.h"
float gasdevf ) ;
Real UnitGaussRandom: :pop() {
return gasdev ( ) ;
}
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